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A B S T R A C T   

The seismic capacity and performance of code-conforming precast buildings is assessed in the 
study. The case study consists in single-story precast buildings designed according to Italian 
building code considering low to high seismicity sites and varying both geometry layout and soil 
conditions. The seismic behavior of the buildings is assessed through multiple-stripe analyses 
performed through nonlinear three-dimensional modeling. Fragility of the buildings is computed 
by considering several methods, and performance evaluation is based on capacity margin ratios, 
failure probabilities, and reliability indexes. Damage limitation, life safety prevention, and near 
collapse prevention performance levels are considered by accounting for multiple damage criteria 
and damage states, including both local and global approaches and both ductile and brittle failure 
of beam-to-column connections. 

The paper provides guidance for implementation of seismic capacity and performance evalu-
ation of precast buildings according to latest advances, considering both European and US ap-
proaches. The study proves that the current code prescriptions might not supply adequate seismic 
performance, especially in the case of more critical soil conditions (i.e., C soil type compared to A 
soil type). A relatively critical performance was observed for damage limitation and life safety 
prevention performance levels, whereas collapse performance of the buildings was adequate. The 
extremely critical condition associated with brittle failure of the beam-to-column connection was 
also confirmed. The study stresses the need for an enhancement of current design requirements 
and highlights the need for further investigation into the adequacy of seismic performance of 
precast buildings and reliability of related code-conforming design.   

1. Introduction 

The seismic vulnerability of Italian and European single-story RC precast buildings was highlighted by several post-earthquake 
surveys and literature studies [1–5]. These buildings typically host industrial facilities and retain economic activities that are of 
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paramount interest for national and international contexts. Due to economic, efficiency, and practice advantages, single-story precast 
buildings are quite spread over the Italian, Mediterranean, and European territory, and their geometrical and structural features are 
quite similar over different contexts and tend to follow standard layouts and details. Despite the significant improvement in both 
design and assessment methodologies and code provisions achieved in the last decade, single-story precast buildings are still poten-
tially extremely critical (e.g. Refs. [6–9]). For example, the code provisions might be inadequate in addressing the safety regarding 
beam-to-column [10,11] and cladding-to-structure connections (e.g. Refs. [12,13]). In many cases, the design process does not result in 
an efficient conception and realization of the buildings, implementing uneconomic solutions (e.g. Ref. [14]). The implicit risk asso-
ciated with code-conforming buildings is not necessarily stable or consistent, and, in some cases, this critically varies among different 
case studies and applications (e.g. Refs. [15,16]). 

A significant part of the literature studies addressing the seismic performance of precast buildings focused on non-conforming 
buildings (e.g. Refs. [17–21]). The studies that investigated the seismic behavior of code-conforming buildings mostly focused on 
collapse assessment and often did not account for reliable and robust capacity criteria. For example, the failure of the beam-to-column 
connections was rarely considered as a collapse capacity criterion, and when it was, some failure mechanisms were neglected. The 
seismic assessment was often aimed at (a) developing reliable modeling approaches and methods, (b) characterizing the dynamic 
response of the buildings and, (c) in some cases, assessing the (collapse) fragility. The seismic capacities of the investigated buildings 
were often evaluated considering peculiar case study applications (e.g., site conditions and building geometries) or relatively limited 
size record sets. The influence of the estimation methodology was not covered by previous studies. When the collapse capacities (e.g., 
fragilities) were estimated, unique capacity criteria, sometimes not necessarily adherent to the actual damage mechanisms, were 
considered, and several sensitive alternative damage conditions were not investigated. Furthermore, despite the significant number of 
available methods for the fragility assessment, the literature studies often estimated the fragility only considering a single method. The 
(collapse) capacity margins and reliability indexes, which represent the key parameters for the performance evaluation according to 
the latest methodologies [22], were rarely estimated, especially over Europe. In many studies, the concept of PBEE is referred to 
numerical analysis and seismic capacity estimation (e.g., fragility), neglecting the performance evaluation, which should represent the 
final outcome of the seismic assessment and the keystone of the PBEE approach. Therefore, the knowledge about the seismic per-
formance of precast buildings is still relatively limited regarding the abovementioned aspects, despite the significant effort that the 
researchers invested in the last few decades. 

The present study aims at covering the identified research gap and provides both methodology and quantitative results related to 
the evaluation of the seismic capacity and performance of (code-conforming) single-story RC precast buildings. Multiple stripe ana-
lyses (MSAs) are performed considering (a) low to high seismicity sites (in Italy), (b) different soil conditions, and (c) different 
representative building geometries. The selection of the case studies and the implementation of the numerical models/analyses was 
carried out in the framework of the Italian National project DPC-ReLUIS RINTC [16,23–25]. Damage limit state (DLS), life safety limit 
state (LSLS), and near collapse limit state (NCLS) were considered as limit states (LSs), favoring the use of multiple damage criteria for 
the derivation of the damage states (DSs). The seismic capacity is evaluated by means of the fragility assessment and considering 
multiple robust methodologies. The seismic performance is evaluated by estimating the capacity margin ratios, failure probabilities, 
and reliability indexes. 

2. Case study and design process 

The case study buildings are single-story precast industrial buildings designed according to the Italian building code (NTC) 2008 
[26], similar to Eurocodes [27,28]. It is worth specifying that the Italian code was updated in 2018 [29], without any significant 
changes in the design of RC precast buildings. Thus, the herein provided study can be considered valid for new structures in all respects. 
The plan and elevation views of the building archetype are depicted in Fig. 1a and b, respectively. In particular, short-span (SS) and 
long-span (LS) building geometries were considered by varying the transversal (X direction) and longitudinal (Z direction) span 
lengths, L1 and L2, respectively. SS (LS) geometry building had L1 and L2 equal to 15.0 and 6.0 m (20.0 and 8.0 m), respectively, 
whereas H and H1 were equal to 9.0 and 7.5 m, respectively, for both geometries. The case study geometries are representative of 
typical configurations of RC precast industrial buildings, especially over Italy and Europe. In particular, the considered case study 

Fig. 1. (a) Plan and (b) elevation view of the building archetype.  
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layout and geometries were defined in the framework of DPC-ReLUIS RINTC project, funded by the Italian Department for Civil 
Protection, and aimed at the assessment of implicit seismic risk of code-conforming structures [23,24,30]. 

The foundations consist of socket plinths connected by RC beams along both horizontal directions. The columns have square cross- 
section, and they are fixed within the socket foundations. The transversal beams are prestressed and have variable cross-section width 
and height, with a 10% slope in the vertical plane; the longitudinal beams have a U-shaped cross-section. The beam ends are supported 
by the columns and the beams are fastened to the columns by dowel connections. The roof system is formed by π-shaped elements 
connected to the transversal beams and joined by a cast in situ concrete slab (5 cm thick); accordingly, the roof can be considered to be 
a rigid diaphragm. The cladding system consists of vertical precast panels (weight equal to 4 kN/m2); the panels along the longitudinal 
(transversal) direction are fastened to longitudinal (transversal) beams. The columns present an internal corbel that bears the runway 
beams (HEA400 steel beams) that support the crane system. 

The buildings were designed considering low-to-high seismicity sites, i.e., Milan (MI), Naples (NA), and L’Aquila (AQ), corre-
sponding to latitude 45.465, 40.854, 42.349 and longitude 9.186, 14.268, 13.399, respectively. Soil types A and C were considered for 
each site, which correspond to an average velocity of the shear waves (in the upper 30 m) larger than 800 m/s and ranging within 180 
and 360 m/s, respectively. The choice of such soil types is representative of the considered sites (please, see RINTC project [24,30,31]). 
The design was performed according to DLS and LSLS, which correspond to a return period TR equal to 50 and 475 years (probability of 
exceedance in 50 years (P50) equal to 63% and 10%), respectively, for ordinary buildings with nominal life of 50 years and use class II, 
as in this case. The design accelerations at the bedrock (ag) associated with MI, NA, and AQ sites were equal to 0.024, 0.060, and 0.104 
g, respectively, for DLS, and to 0.050, 0.168, and 0.261 g, respectively, for LSLS. A medium ductility class (CDB in Italian) was 
assumed, corresponding to a behavior factor equal to 2.5. Concrete C45/55 and steel B450C, with a nominal yielding strength equal to 
450 N/mm2, were considered as materials. 

The horizontal elements (beams and π-shaped elements) were designed only for vertical loads, whereas the columns were designed 
considering both vertical and horizontal actions. The capacity of the beam-to-column dowel connections was evaluated according to 
CNR 10025/84 [32], whereas the seismic demand was computed according to NTC 2008 [26]. The detailed description of the design 
process can be found in Ref. [33], whereas main structural details and fundamental periods of the analyzed buildings (T1) are reported 
in Appendix A. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Performance levels, limit states, damage states, and capacity criteria 

According to the latest advances in structural engineering, the expected building performance is typically assessed considering 
standard discrete performance levels (PLs). The technical definition of PLs is based on acceptable ranges of strength and deformation 
attained by both structural and nonstructural members, correlated with probable levels of damage, casualties, post-earthquake oc-
cupancy, and repairs [34]. PLs are associated with seismic demand levels (e.g., according to the seismic design regulation provisions) 
and defined limit states (LSs). Three PLs are considered in this study: damage control or limitation PL, life safety prevention PL, and 
near collapse prevention PL; they are associated with DLS, LSLS, and NCLS, respectively. The seismic demand associated with the 
investigated LSs was derived according to NTC 2018 [29], considering the seismic design hazard parameters associated with the 
investigated sites [35]. In particular, the elastic acceleration response spectra were evaluated for all site and soil type conditions 
considering 5% damping and assuming the fundamental building period T1 equal to 2.0 for all buildings (the estimated building 
periods T1 are reported in the Appendix). LS evaluation is carried out according to the definition of consistent damage states (DSs). A 
DS can be defined as a quantitative condition associated with the achievement of a conventional level of damage. The general criterion 
for the occurrence of DS is defined in Equation (1), where EDPDS is the specific EDP associated with DS, and EDPDS,c is the EDP capacity 
threshold associated with DS, correlated to a DS capacity criterion. 

EDPDS ≥ EDPDS,c (1) 

Multiple local and global low damage to collapse DSs were considered in this study, accounting for EDPs that are relevant to the 
applications. In particular, the following parameters were assumed as EDPs: interstory drift ratio IDR, member end chord rotation θ, 
shear force acting in the beam-to-column connection system Vbc, and roof drift ratio RDR. As a matter of fact, the selection of the 
damage criterion can significantly condition the seismic performance assessment and the structural reliability of structures (e.g., RC 
structures [36]). DSIDR,NSD (NonStructural Damage) and DSθy were considered as low to moderate damage levels, which would 
correspond to building functioning interruption and repair interventions. These DSs (especially DS IDR,NSD) are consistent with DLS 
defined by Eurocode 8 [27]. In particular, DSIDR,NSD is associated with moderate to severe damage of nonstructural systems/elements. 
IDR was assumed as an EDPDS for DSIDR,NSD. The nonstructural elements of the case study buildings consist in the cladding system, and 
the earliest moderate to severe nonstructural damage occurrences are likely to involve the in-plane direction of the claddings, affecting 
the panel-to-structure connections, as several research studies found [12,37]. Such damage mechanisms are particularly sensitive to 
IDR. In quantitative terms, DSIDR,NSD would reasonably be correlated to the earliest of the following occurrences in each horizontal 
direction: (a) minor damage spread over at least 50% of the main nonstructural elements/components and (b) severe damage 
occurring in at least a single nonstructural element/component (without life safety threats). It is worth specifying that such as-
sumptions have already been adopted in Refs. [31,33]. With regard to the case study buildings, the damage of the cladding system is 
expected to be relatively homogeneous in all claddings for each horizontal direction. The lowest panel-to-structure connection ca-
pacity corresponds to the hammer-head strap connection capacity, which can consistently be assumed in terms of displacements and 
expressed as an IDR. Therefore, IDRNSD was assumed as an EDPDS,c for DSIDR,NSD, and this reported in Equation (2), which corresponds 
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to the mean experimental displacement capacity of the hammer-head strap connections [12] divided by the height of the building. This 
value also coincides with the damage limitation requirements recommended by the Eurocode 8 [27] for cases in which the 
nonstructural system is not expected to affect the structural deformations, which corresponds to the case study panel-to-structure 
connections. 

IDRNSD = 0.01 (2) 

DSθy defines the attainment of the yielding condition in terms of member end chord rotation θ (EDPDS), which in the present case 
corresponds to the column base chord rotation. θy was considered as an EDPDS,c for DSθy, and this was defined according to the 
formulation developed by Fardis and Biskinis [38] and corroborated by Fischinger et al. [39] for columns with high shear span. θy is 
reported in Equation (3), where φy is the yielding curvature, Ls is the shear span, asl is a zero-one variable related to the slip of the 
longitudinal bars from their anchorage, εy is the yield strain of the tension reinforcement, (d − d’) is the distance between the tension 
and compression reinforcement, db is the diameter of the tension reinforcement, fy is the yielding strength of the tension reinforcement, 
and fc is the compression strength of the concrete. 

θy =φy ·
Ls

3
+ 0.00275 + asl ·

εy

d − d′

0.2 · db · fy
̅̅̅̅
fc

√ (3) 

DSIDR,SD, DSIDR,4%, DSθu, DSVbc,d, DSVbc,b, and DSRDRu were considered as significant to sidesway-like collapse damage levels. DSIDR, 

SD is associated with major damage of the structure according to the provisions of the draft of the new Eurocode [40]. In particular, 
Equation (4) reports the IDR limit associated with this latter DS (IDRSD). 

IDRSD = 0.02 (4)  

In order to investigate the building performance associated with IDR levels higher than IDRSD, a further IDR-based DS (DSIDR,4%) was 
considered in this work, and Equation (5) shows the related IDR limit (IDR4%). 

IDR4% = 0.04 (5) 

DSθu is associated with the ultimate conditions in terms of member end chord rotation θ (EDPDS), which corresponds to column base 
chord rotation. θu,80% was considered as an EDPDS,c for DSθu, and this was defined by the chord rotation associated with a drop of 20% 
of the moment strength from the capping moment value over the softening branch. This condition was often considered in the 
literature for the identification of the local rotational capacity related to ultimate conditions (e.g. Ref. [36]). The formulation of θu,80% 
assumed in this work follows the definition of the moment-rotation backbone by Haselton and Deierlein [41] and Haselton et al. [42] 
and assessed with regard to precast buildings by Fischinger et al. [39]. The formulation of θu,80% is reported in Equation (6), where θc 
and θpc are the capping and post-capping chord rotations defined in Equations (7) and (8), respectively. In particular, ν is the 
normalized axial load, ρsh is the transverse reinforcement ratio, and ρl is the longitudinal reinforcement ratio. 

θu,80% = θc + 0.2 ·Δθpc (6)  

θc = 0.12 · (1+ 0.4 asl) · (0.2)ν
· (0.02 + 40 ρsh)

0.52
· (0.56)0.01f

′

c · (2.37)10 · ρl (7)  

θpc = 0.76 · (0.031)ν
· (0.02 + 40 · ρsh)

1.02
≤ 0.10 (8) 

DSVbc,d and DSVbc,b are associated with the failure of the beam-to-column connection, considering ductile and brittle failure types, 
respectively. The ductile failure of the connection is caused by yielding of the dowels and crushing of the surrounding concrete (mode I 
failure, according to Vintzēleou and Tassios [43]); the brittle failure is associated with concrete cracking and cover spalling (mode II 
[43])). In particular, the occurring of a ductile or brittle failure typically depends on the ratio c/φD, where c is the dowel concrete cover 
and φD is the nominal diameter of the dowel. A larger (smaller) ratio, e.g., equal to 8 (4), is associated with a ductile (brittle) failure 
[43]. Despite the brittle failure is likely to be prevented by current design prescriptions (e.g., geometrical details), there could be cases 
in which the beam-to-column connections may exhibit a brittle failure (e.g., inadequate fulfillment of the design prescriptions or 
inadequate code prescriptions) (e.g. Refs. [10,44]). Accordingly, it is meaningful to also account for this latter failure mode, especially 
for comparison purposes. The following formulations were considered for the estimation of the ductile failure capacity: CNR 10025/84 
[32], SAFECAST [45,46], EOTA (monotonic and cyclic) [47,48], and Vintzēleou and Tassios [43,49] (monotonic), whereas SAFECAST 
[45,46], EOTA (monotonic and cyclic) [47,48], Vintzēleou and Tassios [43,49], and Zoubek et al. [44] formulations were used for the 
brittle failure capacity. These are summarized in Table 1 (the extended formulations are not reported for the sake of brevity). 
Regarding the brittle failure criteria, only the case of column-side failure was taken into account since the presence of the confinement 
action due to the presence of the fork should prevent the beam-side failure [10]. 

Table 1 
Formulations considered for the estimation of the ductile and brittle failure capacity of the beam-to-column connection.  

failure type ductile brittle 

notation VR,d,CNR VR,d,SC VR,d,EOTA,m VR,d,EOTA,c VR,d,VT,m VR,b,SC VR,b,EOTA,m VR,b,EOTA,c VR,b,VT VR,b,ZFI 

reference [32] [45,46] [47,48] [47,48] [43,49] [45,46] [47,48] [47,48] [43,49] [44]  
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The shear force acting in the beam-to-column connection Vbc was assumed as an EDPDS, and Vu,bc,d and Vu,bc,b were considered as 
an EDPDS,c for DSVbc,d and DSVbc,b, respectively. In particular, Vu,bc,d (Equation (9)) and Vu,bc,b (Equation (10)) are the minimum 
capacities associated with ductile and brittle failure formulations. For further details, please refer to the work by Cimmino et al. [10]. 

Vu,bc,d =min
{

VR,d,CNR,VR,d,SC,VR,d,EOTA,m,VR,d,EOTA,c,VR,d,VT,m
}

(9)  

Vu,bc,b =min
{

VR,b,SC,VR,b,EOTA,m,VR,b,EOTA,c,VR,b,VT,VR,b,ZFI
}

(10) 

DSRDRu is associated with a significant inelastic degradation of the building, associated with a relatively reduced margin regarding 
the collapse for horizontal actions. RDR and RDRu where assumed as EDPDS and EDPDS,c, respectively. In particular, RDRu defines the 
roof drift ratio associated with a drop of 50% of the shear strength from the capping shear value over the softening branch considering 
the pushover curve associated with the nonlinear static analysis of the building. This condition was recently referred to in the literature 
to identify the ultimate conditions of various typologies of buildings (RINTC project [31,33,50]). In particular, RDRu criterion can be 
representative of a global mechanism and sidesway-like collapse condition, considering the strength reduction occurring throughout 
hysteretic cycles during seismic excitation. RDRu is defined in Equation (11) considering the pushover (PO) curve Vh(RDR), where 
RDRc is the capping RDR. 

RDRu =RDR>RDRc : Vh(RDR)= 0.5 max(Vh) (11) 

Table 2 reports a summary of the investigated DSs and related capacity criteria/formulations. DSIDR,NSD and DSθy are compliant 
with limited damage conditions; in particular, they are associated with damage limitation PL and DLS. DSIDR,SD to DSVbc,b are related to 
severe damage condition, corresponding to which the building still retains a safety margin regarding the collapse under horizontal 
actions; they are associated with life safety prevention PL and LSLS. DSRDRu is related to extremely severe damage conditions, relatively 
close to the collapse occurring; DSRDRu is associated with near collapse prevention PL and NCLS. 

Table 3 reports the seismic demand spectral acceleration Sa(T1) related to AQ, associated with the respective LSs and DSs. In 
particular, three seismic demand conditions were considered for NCLS: NCLS1, i.e., the Italian NCLS provisions (TR equal 975 years) 
[29], NCLS2, i.e., a more severe NCLS condition often considered in codes and literature (TR equal 2745 years) (e.g., Eurocode [27] and 
US codes [51]), and NCLS3, i.e., 1.5 times the LSLS demand (i.e., design earthquake (DE) demand as two-thirds maximum considered 
earthquake (MCE) demand, according to US building codes [22,52]). 

3.2. Inelastic modeling 

Three-dimensional structural models of the designed buildings were implemented in OpenSees [53]. The models included columns 
and longitudinal/transversal beams. The base columns were fixed at their bases to simulate the socket foundation conditions, and the 
horizontal elements were pinned to the columns’s top to implement the dowel connections. The geometrical eccentricities of the 
structural elements were taken into account by rigid links. The roof elements were not included within the model, and a rigid dia-
phragm behavior was assigned to the horizontal members to simulate 5-cm deep cast-in-situ concrete slab. The claddings were not 
explicitly modeled, and their presence was only considered in terms of masses and applied loads. As a matter of fact, the considered 
panel-to-structure connections (i.e., hammer-head strap connections) typically exhibit the failure corresponding to relatively low 
seismic intensities. Therefore, the presence of the cladding system could affect the global elastic response and would have a negligible 
influence on the inelastic to collapse response (e.g. Refs. [13,54]). Further comments on this can be found in Ref. [10]. 

The horizontal elements were assumed to be elastic linear, and the behavior of the columns was modeled according to the lumped 
plasticity approach (i.e., phenomenological model) [31,55]. In particular, the moment-rotation response of the columns followed the 
peak-oriented hysteretic degradation model developed by Ibarra and Krawinkler [56] and Ibarra et al. [57] (i.e., IMK model). Each 
column member was modeled by a two-element series defined over the base, internal, and top nodes; the base and internal nodes had 
the same coordinates. The series system consisted of (a) an elastic-plastic rotational (dimensionless) spring and (b) an elastic (lon-
gitudinal) element. A schematic of the column series system is shown in Fig. 2. a. The spring was defined between the base and internal 
nodes by a zeroLength element, where the uniaxialMaterial ModIMKPeakOriented response was assigned [53,58]. The elastic element 
was modeled by elasticBeamColumn element. The definition of the IMK model is based on (a) the (column member) backbone 
moment-rotation curve and (b) the degradation parameters, which are depicted in Fig. 2b. The backbone can be defined by (My) the 
effective yielding moment, (K0) the effective elastic stiffness, (αs) hardening to effective elastic stiffness ratio or strain hardening ratio, 
(Δθp) pre-capping rotation, (Δθpc) post-capping rotation. The degraded capacities are defined by (κ) the residual to yielding moment 
ratio Mr/My and (θu) the ultimate rotation capacity. The hysteretic degradation response is implemented by assigning λ and c for each 
deterioration mode (e.g., strength deterioration or unloading stiffness deterioration modes). The parameter D defines the rate of cyclic 
deterioration in the positive/negative loading direction and controls the (a)symmetry of the hysteretic behavior (a value equal to one 

Table 2 
Considered damage states (DSs), engineering demand parameters (EDPDS), EDP capacity criteria (EDPDS,c), and related formulations.  

damage level low to moderate significant to sidesway collapse 

DS DSIDR,NSD DSθy DSIDR,SD DSIDR,4% DSθu DSVbc,d DSVbc,b DSRDRu 

EDPDS IDR θ IDR IDR θ Vbc Vbc RDR 
EDPDS,c IDRNSD θy IDRSD IDR4% θu,80% Vu,bc,d Vu,bc,b RDRu 

Equation (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (9) (10) (11)  
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models a symmetric hysteretic response). The elastic behavior was assigned to the elastic element and elastic-plastic spring in such a 
way that (a) the (elastic) stiffness of the spring was equal to ten times the (elastic) stiffness of the elastic element and (b) the series 
response equaled the (member) backbone. This approach was derived from Ibarra and Krawinkler [56] and used in several recent 
studies (e.g. Refs. [25,31,36]). 

The uniaxialMaterial ModIMKPeakOriented parameters have to be defined for a fixed value of the axial force since the model does 
not take into account the influence of its variation. The axial force corresponding to the seismic gravity loads was assigned. As it can be 
seen in Fig. 2b, the whole backbone pre-yielding behavior corresponds to a linear response and does not allow to define different pre- 
and post-cracking stiffnesses. Therefore, an effective elastic stiffness has to be defined for the pre-yielding branch. 

The modeling parameters were derived from literature studies, favoring the use of formulations and calibrations relevant to precast 
columns (e.g. Ref. [39]). The yielding moment and curvature were estimated by performing a fiber analysis and assuming a bilinear 
idealized model. In particular, the constitutive behavior of the unconfined/confined concrete was modeled according to Mander et al. 
[59], while the stress-strain response of the steel rebars was derived from Eurocode 2 [28]. The failure of the cross-section was defined 
by the tension failure of the reinforcement, corresponding to a strain equal to 0.075 [28,39]. The pre-yielding branch of the bilinear 
idealized curve was defined by the first yielding of the rebars, whereas the slope of the post-yielding branch was defined according to 
the equal energy rule. The yielding rotation θy was evaluated according the formulation developed by Fardis and Biskinis [38]; the 
capping and post-capping rotations θc and θpc were derived from Haselton and Deierlein [41]. The formulations related to θy, θc, and θpc 
are consistent with the definition of θu,80%; in other words, the capacity associated with θu,80% is assessed considering the backbone 
curve defined by θy, θc, and θpc. The capping moment (Mc) was estimated according to the formulation provided by Haselton and 
Deierlein [41], which is reported in Equation (12). 

Mc

My
= 1.25 · (0.89)ν

· (0.91)0.01 f ′c (12) 

The residual moment (Mr) was set equal to zero, and the ultimate rotation (θu) equaled the rotation associated with null moment on 
the backbone. The degradation parameter λ was derived according to Equations (13) and (14). The formulation reported in Equation 
(13) was developed by Haselton and Deierlein [41]; in particular, s is the stirrup spacing, Vp/Vn is the ratio between the shear demand 

Table 3 
Seismic demand spectral acceleration corresponding to the building fundamental period Sa(T1) related to L’Aquila (AQ), associated with the respective limit states (LSs) 
and damage states (DSs).  

LS DS P [%] TR [years] Sa(T1) [g] 

A soil type C soil type 

DLS DSIDR,NSD 

DSθy 

63% 50 0.034 0.082 

LSLS DSIDR,SD 

DSIDR,4% 

DSθu 

DSVbc,d 

DSVbc,b 

10% 475 0.107 0.212 

NCLS1 DSRDRu 5% 975 0.146 0.261 
NCLS2 2% 2475 0.213 0.317 
NCLS3 NAa NAa 0.161 0.318  
a NCLS3 is not associated with values of P and TR since the related demand Sa(T1) was defined as 1.5 times LSLS demand, according to the approach provided in US 

building codes [22,52]. 

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the column series system and (b) backbone curve and degradation parameters related to peak-oriented hysteretic response model imple-
mented through uniaxialMaterial ModIMKPeakOriented. 
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at yielding and the shear strength of the column, and ρsh,eff is the effective ratio of the transverse reinforcement. Vp was defined by the 
shear associated with the attainment of the capping moment at the base of the column, whereas Vn was estimated according to NTC 
2008 [26], i.e., according to the Ritter–Mörsch truss model. Equation (13) is consistent with the yielding rotation capacity considered 
by Haselton and Deierlein [41]. Therefore, the correction reported in Equation (14) was assumed in the present study to take into 
account the use of the formulation by Fardis and Biskinis [38] instead of the one considered by Haselton and Deierlein [41]. This 
correction was derived from Magliulo et al. [33]. The parameters c and D were assumed to be equal to one (for all degradation modes) 
and one, respectively (e.g. Ref. [33]). 

λ
′

= 127.2 · (0.19)ν
· (0.24)s/d

· (0.595)Vp/Vn · (4.25)ρsh,eff (13)  

λ= λ
′

·
(
θc − θy

)
(14)  

3.3. Numerical analysis 

Nonlinear static and dynamic analyses were performed considering the three-dimensional models and including the geometric 
nonlinearities (P-Δ effects [60]). The PO curves (Vh versus RDR) were evaluated for both horizontal directions, and the RDRu capacities 
were estimated as it was defined in Section 3.1. Nonlinear dynamic analyses were carried out considering simultaneous actions along 
the horizontal directions and considering a MSA procedure [61,62]. The loading histories were derived from Refs. [25,63] according to 
the conditional spectrum (CS) approach [64,65]. The spectral acceleration (Sa) associated with the fundamental building period (T1) 
was considered as an IM (Sa(T1)). In particular, T1 associated with the designed buildings was assumed to be equal to 2.0 s; this 
simplification was motivated by the fact that the case study buildings had fundamental periods relatively close to the abovementioned 
value (please, see Appendix A and also refer to RINTC project). MSA analyses were performed considering ten IM levels (or stripes), 
which corresponded to a return period (TR) equal to 10, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 10,000, and 100,000 years. 20 pairs of 
records were considered for each analysis stripe; the analysis records were selected among the Italian accelerometric archive ITACA 
(http://itaca.mi.ingv.it) and the NGAwest2 database (http://peer.berkeley.edu/ngawest2/). Fig. 3 depicts the spectral accelerations 
Sa(T1) related to the analysis IM levels and return periods TR for all considered sites and soil conditions. 

3.4. Capacity assessment: fragility curves 

The fragility associated with DS (i.e., FDS) is defined as the probability that the structure/component exhibits DS for a given value of 
IM; in particular, the DS occurrence is associated with EDPDS exceeding or equaling the (EDP) capacity criterion EDPDS,c. In the 
following, the fragility is expressed considering MSA approach and using Sa(T1) as an IM. FDS can be expressed as reported in Equation 
(15), where Sa(T1) is a specific value of Sa(T1). FDS is typically modeled considering a lognormal distribution model (e.g. Ref. [66]), as 
it is reported in Equation (16), where Φ is the cumulative standard gaussian function, and μDS (σDS) is the mean (standard deviation) of 
the logarithm of Sa(T1) related to DS; μDS and σDS are referred to in the following as logarithmic mean and standard deviation. 

FDS =P
[
EDPDS ≥EDPDS,c

⃒
⃒ Sa(T1)=Sa(T1)

]
(15)  

FDS =Φ
[
(ln (Sa(T1)) − μDS

σDS

]

(16) 

The fragility curves were estimated in the paper using the EDP-based approach since MSA analyses were performed (e.g. Refs. [67, 
68]). The fragility was computed considering multiple methods, i.e., (a) Shome and Cornell (i.e., 3Par (discrete) fragility) [69] (b) 
maximum likelihood fit (i.e., MLF fragility), [70] (c) normal probability paper fit (i.e., NPP fragility), [71], and (d) least squares fit (i.e., 

Fig. 3. Spectral acceleration corresponding to the fundamental vibration period (Sa(T1)) associated with the multiple-stripe analysis (MSA) intensity measure (IM) 
levels and return periods (TR) for all sites and soil conditions. 
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LSF fragility) [72]. 
The formulation provided by Shome and Cornell [69] follows a three-parameter model, based on the probability of non-collapse, 

and the mean/median and dispersion values conditioned on non-collapse (3Par fragility, Table 4). This fragility can be evaluated for 
the discrete IM values related to the MSA (i.e., analysis stripe IMs). In particular, the 3Par fragility FDS,j, associated with DS and related 
to the jth analysis stripe, is reported in Equation (17). |Sa(T1)|j is the Sa(T1) value corresponding to the jth analysis stripe, and PC (PNC) 
is the probability of collapse (non-collapse) defined in Equation (18) ((19)), where collapse is meant as dynamic instability or 
non-convergence, cj is the number of collapse occurrences corresponding to the jth analysis stripe, n is the number of analysis records; 
μEDPDS 

and σEDPDS are the mean and standard deviation of ln(EDPDS,j), where EDPDS,j represents the EDPDS analysis results associated 
with the jth analysis stripe and related to non-collapse conditions. 

FDS,j =P
[
EDPDS ≥EDPDS,c

⃒
⃒
⃒ Sa(T1)= |Sa(T1)|j

]
=PC + PNC

{

1 − Φ

[
ln
(
EDPDS,c

)
− μEDPDS,j

σEDPDS,j

]}

(17)  

PC =
cj

n
(18)  

PNC = 1 − PC (19) 

μEDPDS,j 
and σEDPDS,j used to compute 3Par (discrete) fragility were evaluated according to Equations (20) and (21), respectively, 

where EDPDS,j,i is the ith EDPDS analysis result related to the jth analysis stripe (excluding the collapse conditions) associated with DS (e. 
g. Ref. [67]). 

μEDPDS,j
=

(
n − cj

)− 1 ∑
n− cj

i=1
ln

(
EDPDS,j,i

)
(20)  

σEDPDS,j =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(
n − cj − 1

)− 1 ∑
n− cj

i=1

[
ln
(
EDPDS,j,i

)
− μEDPDS,j

]2

√
√
√
√ (21) 

The maximum likelihood fit method [70] was based on the estimation of the fragility parameters μDS and σDS according to Equation 
(22), considering Equation (16) for the definition of FDS (MLF fragility, Table 4). In Equation (22), u is the number of analysis stripes, qj 
is the number of failures associated with the jth stripe (i.e., corresponding to |Sa(T1)|j). It should be noted that MLF formulation does 
not distinguish the influence of failure due to EDP threshold achievement and instability/non-convergence conditions. In these latter 
cases, collapses are also meant as EDP threshold achievements. 

{μDS, σDS}= argmax
μ′

DS, σ′

DS

[
∑u

j=1

{

ln
(

n
qj

)

+ qj ln
{

Φ
[ln

(
|Sa(T1)|j

)
− μ′

DS

σ′

DS

]}

+
(
n − qj

)
ln
{

1 − Φ
[ln

(
|Sa(T1)|j

)
− μ′

DS

σ′

DS

]}}]

(22) 

The normal probability paper fit [71] formulation was implemented by fitting the (discrete) 3Par fragility via least squares fitting 
on normal probability paper (Z versus ln(Sa(T1))) considering a line model (NPP fragility, Table 4). In particular, Z is a standard normal 
variable, which corresponds to the failure probabilities evaluated as reported in Equation (23), where zj is the failure probability 
associated with the jth stripe and P[EDPDS ≥ EDPDS,c

⃒
⃒ Sa(T1)= Sa(T1)] is evaluated according to the 3Par method. 

zj =Φ− 1
(

P
[
EDPDS ≥EDPDS,c

⃒
⃒
⃒ Sa(T1)= |Sa(T1)|j

])
(23) 

The line fitting model over the normal probability paper is expressed in Equation (24), where the parameters σDS and μDS can be 
estimated according to Equations (25) and (26), respectively. In particular, z and ln (Sa(T1)) can be evaluated according to Equations 
(27) and (28), respectively. 

Z = −
μDS

σDS
+ σDS

− 1 ln (Sa(T1)) (24)  

Table 4 
Considered fragility methods and related references.  

fragility method Shome and Cornell (or three-parameter) maximum likelihood fit normal probability paper least squares fit 

method ID 3Par MLF NPP LSF 
main reference [69] [70] [71] [72] 
Equations (17) to (20) (16) and (22) (17) to (21) and (23) to (28) (16), (18) to (21), and (29)  
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σDS =

∑u

j=1

(
zj − z

)2

∑p

j=1

(
zj − z

) [
ln
(
|Sa(T1)|j

)
− ln (Sa(T1))

] (25)  

μDS = ln (Sa(T1)) −
z

σDS
(26)  

z= u− 1
∑u

j=1
zj (27)  

ln (Sa(T1))= u− 1
∑u

j=1
ln
(
|Sa(T1)|j

)
(28) 

The least squares fitting method [72] is based on fitting the fragility function (LSF fragility, Table 4) by minimizing the sum of 
squared errors, as it is reported in Equation (29), where PNC (PC), μEDPDS,j

, and σEDPDS,j are estimated as reported before, i.e., according to 
the 3Par method. A summary of the considered methods and related information are reported in Table 4. The fragility methods were 
applied in the study using the R2R software [67]. 

{μDS, σDS}= argmin
μ’, σ’

[
∑u

j=1

{

PNC

{

1 − Φ

[
ln
(
EDPDS,c

)
− μEDPDS,j

σEDPDS,j

]}

+ PC − Φ
[ln

(
|Sa(T1)|j

)
− μ′

DS

σ′

DS

]}
2]

(29)  

3.5. Performance evaluation: capacity margin ratios, failure probabilities, and reliability indexes 

The collapse margin ratio (Zc) is a primary parameter for the safety assessment of structures regarding collapse (e.g. Refs. [22,36, 
73]). Zc can be defined as the ratio between the collapse fragility median mc, expressed as an IM value (i.e., Sa(T1)), and the MCE IM 
value (Sa(T1)MCE,c) [22,52], as it reported in Equation (30). The US codes [22,52] provide the (risk-targeted) MCE ground motion 
spectral accelerations for the collapse margin assessment (Sa(T1)MCE) over the US territory. Zc can also be more generally defined as the 
ratio between the collapse IM level and a major design earthquake IM level (e.g., Level 2 [74] or Level 3 [75] earthquake according to 
the Japanese design code). 

Zc =
mc

Sa(T1)MCE,c
(30) 

The assessment based on the (collapse) margin ratio could be extended to DSs and LSs not associated with collapse, and it would be 
expressed as it is shown in Equation (31), where ZLS,DS is the margin ratio related to LS, considering DS as a damage state, and Sa 
(T1)MCE,LS is the associated LS MCE spectral acceleration. 

Insights and technical comments on the risk-targeted MCE ground motions and related collapse assessment can be found in the 
studies by Haselton et al. [76] and Fajfar [77]. In the present study, Sa(T1)MCE,LS was derived from the Italian demand acceleration 
spectra associated with the relevant PLs and LS, including the collapse condition, considering the specific site and soil conditions. In 
particular, Sa(T1)MCE,LS was assumed to be equal to the reference seismic demand actions expressed as it was described in Section 3.1 
[29,35] and reported in Table 3 for AQ site. 

ZLS,DS =
mDS

Sa(T1)MCE,LS
(31) 

FEMA P695 [22] (section 7.2) recommends adjusting the numerically estimated collapse margin ratios in order to account for the 
discrepancy between the features of rare ground motions in Western US and the design spectrum provided by the US codes (ASCE/SEI 
7–05) (please, refer to the study by Baker and Cornell [78]). In the specific context, the mentioned adjustment methodology is not 
applicable, and the authors believe that the collapse margin ratios estimated through the MSA are consistent with the associated 
seismic demand spectra; for more details, please, see Refs. [16,25,63]. 

The conditional failure probability associated with LS, considering DS as a criterion, (Pf,LS,DS) is a significant parameter to evaluate 
the safety of structures, and this is often assessed regarding the collapse as a DS. Pf,LS,DS is expressed in Equation (32), where Sa(T1)MCE, 

LS expresses the LS seismic demand. 

Pf,LS,DS =P
[
EDPDS ≥EDPDS,c

⃒
⃒
⃒ Sa(T1)=Sa(T1)MCE,LS

]
(32) 

It is worth noting that Pf ,LS,DS does not express the probability of DS failure over a period of time, which is a different parameter (i.e., 
Pf ,DS,T), but it represents the probability that the building exhibits DS under the design spectral demand. The reliability indexes esti-
mated in the literature and the target values reported by past studies/codes refer to Pf ,DS,T; therefore, they cannot be considered as a 
reference in the present study since the reliability assessment is based on Pf ,LS,DS. 

The value of the acceptable (or target) LS-DS margin ratio (Z∗
LS,DS) is typically a function of (a) the uncertainty associated with the 

DS fragility assessment and (b) the target failure probability related to LS [22,79]. In particular, Z∗
LS,DS can be evaluated as defined in 
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Equation (33), where P∗
f ,LS is the target failure probability associated with LS, which is considered to only depend on LS in this context. 

P∗
f ,LS is often defined for CLS by regulations and codes (e.g. Refs. [29,52]), and a value equal to 10% is typically considered for collapse 

assessment and NCLS [22,73]. In the present study, this value was extended to LSs other than NCLS due to the lack of literature and 
code references. This assumption errs on the side of caution since the lower damage LSs are associated with a P∗

f ,LS value related to the 
most severe damage LS. However, it would also be reasonable assuming that P∗

f ,LS could increase as the severity of LS decreases, as the 
strictness of the safety assessment would decrease. Values larger than 10% might be assumed for LSs other than NCLS. However, 
further studies should be carried out prior to make quantitative assumptions, and the authors believe that assuming P∗

f ,LS equal to 10% 
for all LSs is a reasonable choice, as it is consistent with code- and literature-based collapse assessment and is precautionary. The 
(tabular) collapse Z∗

LS,DS values provided by FEMA P695 [22] correspond to the ones evaluated according to Equation (33). 

Z∗
LS,DS = exp

(
− σDS ·Φ− 1

(
P∗

f ,LS

))
(33) 

A representative value of σDS that also takes into account uncertainties that are additional to the record-to-record one (i.e., total 
uncertainty σtot) can be defined according to Ref. [22], i.e., as shown in Equation (34), where σ, σDR, σTD, and σMDL represent the 
uncertainty associated with record-to-record variability, design requirements, test data, and modeling, respectively. σDR, σTD, and σMDL 
were assumed to be equal to 0.30, which represents a representative value to be reasonably assumed for fair (or moderate) quality of 
the design requirements, test data, and modeling (e.g. Refs. [22,34]). In particular, the assumed value for σMDL was consistent with the 
findings of Kramar et al. [80], who performed an accurate assessment of the modeling uncertainty associated with precast buildings. 

σTOT =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

σ2 + σ2
DR + σ2

TD + σ2
MDL

√

(34) 

The reliability index associated with LS-DS (βLS-DS) can be expressed as a function of Pf ,LS,DS, as shown in Equation (35), and the 
acceptable reliability index only depends on LS in this study (β∗

LS). β
∗
LS can be found by assuming Pf ,LS,DS equal to P∗

f ,LS in Equation (35). 

βLS,DS =Φ− 1 ·
(
1 − Pf ,LS,DS

)
(35) 

The lack of reference code and literature β∗
LS values corroborates the use of Equation (35) for the estimation of β∗

LS, according to the 
relevant P∗

f ,LS values. This approach is more general and can be more easily extended to other applications where a different target 
probability (P∗

f ,LS) is to be considered, e.g., according to more or less severe prescriptions. Fig. 4 depicts the reported correlations 
defined among the key performance evaluation parameters, expressed considering a generic DS and using Sa(T1) as an IM. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Capacity assessment 

Failure occurrences due to achievement of (a) EDP capacity thresholds (NEDP) and (b) instability (Nins) are reported in Appendix B. 
The fragility curves were estimated for all sites, soils, and geometry conditions, even though, in several cases, a significantly reduced or 
null number of failures were observed, especially considering significant to collapse DSs and MI and NA sites. FDS is depicted as a 
function of Sa(T1) considering the investigated methods (3Par, MLF, NPP, and LSF), for SS and LS geometries and A and C soil types. 

Fig. 5 shows the results related to DSIDR,NSD, corresponding to (1) NA and (2) AQ sites. The other cases but MI site-SS geometry-C 
soil type did not show meaningful results (i.e., FDS was approximately null for all IM levels). Concerning DSIDR,NSD (IDR-based damage 
of nonstructural components, IDR = 1%), MI site-SS geometry-C soil case is associated with a median mDS (logarithmic standard 
deviation σDS) equal to 0.109 and 0.106 g (0.152 and 0.146) considering NPP and LSF methods, respectively, whereas the only 
meaningful 3Par (empirical) FDS value (i.e., larger than 0.003 g) is equal to 0.691 and is related to Sa(T1) equal to 0.114 g; it was not 
possible to estimate the fragility according to MLF method. Considering DSIDR,NSD and AQ site, MLF and LSF fragilities are almost 
coinciding and match very well 3Par fragilities, whereas NPP one is slightly higher (lower) than these latter for C (A) soil type 

Fig. 4. Graphical correlations among the main performance evaluation parameters for a generic damage state (DS): (a) fragility curve (FDS versus Sa(T1)) having 
median mDS, logarithmic standard deviation σDS), maximum considered earthquake (MCE) Sa(T1) expressed as Sa(T1)MCE,LS, and failure probability Pf,LS,DS, (b) Pf,LS,DS 

as a function of σDS and capacity margin ZLS,DS (equal to mDS/Sa(T1)MCE,LS), and (c) reliability index βDS as a function of Pf,LS,DS. 
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Fig. 5. Fragility curves (FDS versus Sa(T1)) evaluated according to different methods (Shome and Cornell or three-parameter, i.e., 3Par; maximum likelihood fit, i.e., MLF; normal probability paper, i.e., NPP; least squares fit, i.e., 
LSF), related to DSIDR,NSD, considering (1) Napoli (NA) site and (2) L’Aquila (AQ) site, (a) short-span (SS) and (b) long-span (LS) geometries, and (I) A and (II) C soil types. The fragility curves are reported up to FDS equal 
to 0.9999. 
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buildings. For the case of NA site, again MLF and LSF fragilities almost coincide, except for SS geometry and C soil type, where the LSF 
fragility is higher than MLF one. NPP fragility coincides with MLF and LSF fragilities for LS geometry and C soil type, whereas it is 
higher (lower) than MLF and LSF fragilities for both geometries and A soil type (SS geometry-C soil type). Both MLF and LSF fragilities 
match very well 3Par fragilities in all cases except SS geometry-C soil type, where only LSF fragility curve fits the 3Par fragilities. 
Considering the only MI site meaningful case, MLF and LSF methods supply approximately coinciding fragilities, which match very 
well the only 3Par fragility point. Except for the case of SS geometry-C soil type, and the not meaningful cases related to MI site, MLF 
and LSF medians related to all buildings essentially coincides, despite the different site and geometry, whereas the curve dispersions 
associated with C soil type cases is overall slightly larger than the one related to A soil type. Therefore, the design provisions related to 
the different site and the different building geometry do not overall affect the fragility of the buildings regarding the IDR-based damage 
of nonstructural elements (i.e., DSIDR,NSD). 

Regarding DSθy (yielding member end chord rotation), it was found that the IDR thresholds associated with this DS were quite 
similar to IDRSD (IDR-based severe structural damage, IDR = 2%). This makes IDRSD not consistent with severe damage but with first 
rotational yielding condition. Accordingly, IDRSD is found to be largely conservative (as it may be expected by code design using 
simplified methods). Such evidence is highlighted also in Deyanova et al. [81] and Ercolino et al. [1], where a typical Italian existing 
RC precast building is assessed. In the cited study, the slenderness of columns ensures a very high deformability in the elastic range, up 
to an IDR equal to about 2%. Therefore, the fragility curves related to DSθy are not depicted but only briefly described in the following. 
In particular, Table 5 shows the IDR thresholds related to DSθy computed for all considered case studies. It is worth specifying that the 
yielding condition in terms of member end chord rotation (θ ≥ θy) was computed considering the global member end chord rotation 
and not the spring rotation. In fact, the yielding attainment assessed according to this latter series element is not representative of the 
actual yielding conditions of the structural member; as a matter of fact, the elastic stiffness of the spring and elastic element are 
conventional aliquots of the member’s one, which corresponds to the global element’s one. According to Table 5, the IDR associated to 
the first rotational yielding of all the code-compliant buildings is quite similar to the ones related to existing precast buildings having 
comparable layout. Moreover, yielding IDR does not significantly depend on site, geometry, and soil conditions. The findings also 
confirm that the yielding formulation adopted in this paper is consistent with the earlier code formulations. Further comments are 
omitted, and the reader is kindly referred to cited literature and Table 5. 

Only AQ site fragilities associated with DSθy were relatively significant (e.g., 3Par FDS larger than 0.20), whereas a limit case was 
observed regarding NA site-C soil type buildings. In particular, only MLF and LSF fragilities related to LS geometry produced mean-
ingful results, e.g., fitted FDS compatible with not null 3Par FDS, overall comparable with AQ site. Regarding NA site-SS geometry-C soil 
type, 3Par FDS was smaller than NA site-C soil type case one, but still not null, and all fitting methods did not provide meaningful FDS. 
The different methods produced a significant discrepancy among AQ site buildings. In particular, considering A (C) soil type, MLF and 
NPP (NPP and LSF) fragilities were quite similar and LSF (MLF) fragility was significantly lower (higher). Considering AQ site, (only) 
MLF fragility medians were not conditioned by the different geometry and soil type, whereas soil conditions affect σDS. LSF fragility 
curves were the ones that fitted more reasonably the 3Par fragilities. Both medians and logarithmic standard deviations, estimated 
according to the different methods, were more comparable among them for A soil type buildings, and both parameters were signif-
icantly lower than C soil type buildings ones. 

Fragility curves for the case of DSIDR,SD (IDR-based significant damage) are reported in Fig. 6, for (1.1) NA and (1.2) AQ sites. MLF 
and LSF provide almost overlapped curves for both NA and AQ site buildings, except for AQ site-SS geometry-C soil type. However, in 
this case, LSF fragility is slightly lower than the MLF one. As concerns NPP methodology, the only case in which the provided fragility 
coincides with the others is AQ site-A soil type. For soil type C, they are always higher than the ones provided by the other two 
methods, for both the sites (with larger discrepancy for AQ site case) and both geometries. For the case of NA site-A soil type, NPP 
curves are below the other two for both geometries. However, differences are very small and reflect in the values of the median mDS, 
which is quite similar over all methodologies. A higher NPP-MLF/LSF discrepancy in terms of mDS is detected for the cases of AQ site-LS 
geometry-C soil type, i.e., NPP to MLF mDS difference about 16%. 3Par fragilities do not match the curves provided by the other three 
methods over higher intensities, especially for C soil type cases. Outcomes from the case of MI site do not show any significance, since 
no failure occurs. Furthermore, MLF method is not able to find numerical solutions for all the MI site cases. 

Fig. 6.2 illustrates the resulting fragilities for the case of DSIDR,4%, (IDR = 4%) only for AQ site. Indeed, for NA and MI sites, the 
number of failure cases is not adequate to ensure a reliable evaluation and acceptable results. The curves are quite similar among the 
different methods. For the cases of A soil type, the highest curve is provided by MLF method, followed by the LSF and NPP; for the case 
of soil type C, the highest curve is always the NPP one, followed by the LSF and the MLF (MLF and LSF) for SS (LS) geometry. However, 
geometry does not affect median values, whereas C soil type is associated with medians higher than the ones provided by A soil type 
cases. The largest variation among all methodologies is equal to about the 13% (corresponding to SS geometry-C soil type). Fitted curve 

Table 5 
IDR thresholds associated with DSθy corresponding to the investigated case studies.  

site MI NA AQ 

geometry SS LS SS LS SS LS 

soil type A C A C A C A C A C A C 

IDR [− ] X dir 0.0199 0.0200 0.0193 0.0188 0.0208 0.0200 0.0192 0.0183 0.0208 0.0177 0.0192 0.0186 
Z dir 0.0216 0.0213 0.0202 0.0203 0.0222 0.0213 0.0206 0.0193 0.0222 0.0189 0.0206 0.0200  
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Fig. 6. Fragility curves (FDS versus Sa(T1)) evaluated according to different methods (Shome and Cornell or three-parameter, i.e., 3Par; maximum likelihood fit, i.e., MLF; normal probability paper, i.e., NPP; least squares fit, i.e., 
LSF), related to (1.1) DSIDR,SD and Naples (NA) site, (1.2) DSIDR,SD and L’Aquila (AQ) site, and (2) DSIDR,4% and L’Aquila (AQ) site, (a) short-span (SS) and (b) long-span (LS) geometries, and (I) A and (II) C soil types. The fragility 
curves are reported up to FDS equal to 0.9999. 
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Fig. 7. Fragility curves (FDS versus Sa(T1)) evaluated according to different methods (Shome and Cornell or three-parameter, i.e., 3Par; maximum likelihood fit, i.e., MLF; normal probability paper, i.e., NPP; least squares fit, i.e., 
LSF), related to DSθu and L’Aquila (AQ) site, (a) short-span (SS) and (b) long-span (LS) geometries, and (I) A and (II) C soil types. The fragility curves are reported up to FDS equal to 0.9999. 
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Fig. 8. Fragility curves (FDS versus Sa(T1)) evaluated according to different methods (Shome and Cornell or three-parameter, i.e., 3Par; maximum likelihood fit, i.e., MLF; normal probability paper, i.e., NPP; least squares fit, i.e., 
LSF), related to DSVbc,b, considering (1) Milan (MI), (2) Naples (NA), and (3) L’Aquila (AQ) sites, (a) short-span (SS) and (b) long-span (LS) geometries, and (I) A and (II) C soil types. The fragility curves are reported up to FDS 

equal to 0.9999. 
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Fig. 9. Fragility curves (FDS versus Sa(T1)) evaluated according to different methods (Shome and Cornell or three-parameter, i.e., 3Par; maximum likelihood fit, i.e., MLF; normal probability paper, i.e., NPP; least squares fit, i.e., 
LSF), related to (1) DSVbc,d and (2) DSRDRu, considering L’Aquila (AQ) site, (a) short-span (SS) and (b) long-span (LS) geometries, and (I) A and (II) C soil types. The fragility curves are reported up to FDS equal to 0.9999. 
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Fig. 10. Fragility curves (FDS versus Sa(T1)) related all damage states (DSs) evaluated for L’Aquila (AQ) site, according to (1) maximum likelihood fit, i.e., MLF, (2) normal probability paper, i.e., NPP, and (3) least squares fit, i. 
e., LSF methods, considering (a) SS and (b) LS geometries, and (I) A and (II) C soil types. The fragility curves are reported up to FDS equal to 0.9999. 
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Fig. 11. Capacity margin (ZLS,DS), target capacity margin (Z∗
LS,DS), and capacity margin to target capacity margin ratio (ZLS,DS/Z∗

LS,DS) as a function of the different limit state-damage states (LS-DS) case, considering L’Aquila 
(AQ) site and short-span (SS) and long-span (LS) geometries, for soil type (a) A and (b) C, according to maximum likelihood fit (MLF), normal probability paper (NPP), and least squares fit (LSF) methods. The grey dashed line 
depicts the unitary value of the ZLS,DS/Z∗

LS,DS ratio. 
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fragilities trace better 3Par data for A soil type, if compared with C soil type ones, in which the dispersion is always higher. 
The outcomes related to DSθu (ultimate member end chord rotation) are reported in Fig. 7, only for the meaningful conditions, i.e., 

AQ site cases. Overall, MLF and LSF match very well 3Par fragilities, which are only defined for low FDS (i.e., lower than 0.20). The 
highest fragilities, i.e., the most conservative, are always the MLF ones, followed by the LSF and NPP, except for the case of LS 
geometry-A soil type, in which NPP is slightly higher than LSF. C soil type cases always provide curves with higher dispersion, 
especially for NPP method, which is very far from 3Par estimations. The dispersion of fragility curves related to A soil type are 
significantly lower than (equal to) C soil type ones for NPP and LSF (MLF) methods. It should be noted that DSθu fragility assessment is 
affected by the peculiar case of failure occurrences only corresponding to one (the highest) IM level. This results in potentially un-
reliable estimations, especially for NPP that provides extremely low fragilities. 

The fragility curves related to DSVbc,b (dowel connections brittle shear failure) are shown in Fig. 8. The applied fragility methods 
provide very similar curves for all cases, due to the high number of failure occurrences, with only few exceptions: MI site-SS geometry. 
In such cases, NPP fragility is lower than the other two. It is worth noting that the non-negligible dispersion among the different curves 
related to MI site-SS geometry-A soil type is associated to a low number of collapses (only 8/40 for IM10); however, the different fitted 
curves match very well 3Par fragilities. For MI site-SS geometry-C soil type, NPP fragility does not fit well the IM10 3Par fragility, 
differently from the other two methods. The extremely high fragility related to DSVbc,b confirms that a brittle connection failure should 
be avoided by providing adequate structural details: the associated capacity of the building is even lower than the yielding capacity 
(the comparison could be made considering DSIDR,SD fragilities, which are quite similar to DSθy). The soil condition is not found to 
affect significantly the fragility, whereas geometry conditions the fragility in some cases (without a clear trend). As the seismicity 
increases, overall the fragility related to DSVbc,b slightly decreases, even though without a regular pattern. 

Fig. 9.1 reports fragilities for DSVbc,d (dowel connections ductile shear failure), only for AQ site. Curves show an irregular trend, 
intersecting each other in different points. 3Par fragilities do not increase monotonically as the IM level grows, especially for C soil 
type; however, the fragility of IM levels lower than 10 has extremely low values. NPP curves do not match very well 3Par fragilities for 
SS geometry (IM 10 level), whereas all methods are quite close to 3Par fragilities for LS geometry. The highest dispersion is detected for 
C soil type cases. Since failures only occur corresponding to IM10, as it was also observed for DSθu, only the 3Par fragility associated 
with this stripe is significant, and this does not allow to assess the robustness of the fitting curves. Considering MLF method, geometry 
does not affect the results, whereas soil type C produces a fragility significantly lower than soil type A. Similar considerations can be 
drawn for the last case, reported in Fig. 9.2, that is DSRDR,u (RDR corresponding to the 50% degradation in the maximum global shear, i. 
e., sidesway-like collapse). Again, only outcomes for AQ site are reported. For the SS geometry, fragilities are exactly the same of the 
DSVbc,d, due to the identical number and type (EDP-based or numerical instability) of failures. The only anomaly is associated with LS 
geometry, especially for soil type A where NPP fragility related to DSRDR,u is lower than the DSVbc,d one. 

In Fig. 10, a comparison among all the considered damage states for AQ site is reported. Starting with the MLF method, the 
observed DS sequence is the same for all the geometries and the soil types, and it is consistent with the expectations. The highest curve, 
providing the lowest median value, is the one related to the brittle failure of the dowel connections, confirming the extreme danger 
related to this kind of collapse; then, it can be found in order: IDR-based non-structural damage, IDR-based significant damage (IDR =
2%), 4% IDR-based, and, in the end, all overlapped, the ductile failure of dowel connections, RDR corresponding to the sidesway-like 
condition and the plastic hinges ultimate chord rotation. For the other two methods, i.e., NPP and LSF, an anomaly is detected, since 
the DSθu fragility follows the DSRDR,u one, for all the cases, except LS geometry-A soil type for the NPP method. This is not compatible 
with the modeling assumptions since a correspondence between the top drift and the plastic hinges rotation should be verified; as a 
matter of fact, the building has single-story, the beam-to-column connections are modeled as hinges, and a rigid diaphragm constrain is 
applied to the deck. 

However, it is worth remembering that these latter methods were already found to be not particularly reliable and consistent, 
corresponding to a reduced number of failures, especially when these failures were observed only for one IM level. 

4.2. Performance evaluation 

The seismic performance was evaluated only considering AQ site since there was a limited or null number of observed failures 
corresponding to other sites, and this would have affected the significance and the reliability of the estimations (please, also see Section 
4.1) (e.g. Ref. [36]). It is recalled that the performance evaluation accounts for uncertainty sources additional to the record-to-record 
one, as it was described in Section 3.5. 

ZLS,DS, Z∗
LS,DS, and ZLS,DS to Z∗

LS,DS ratios are depicted in Fig. 11. The results are shown considering (a) A and (b) C soil type. Comments 
on ZLS,DS are omitted for the sake of brevity since the ZLS,DS to Z∗

LS,DS is more consistent as an evaluation parameter. Moreover, Z∗
LS,DS 

values are not significantly dispersed, unless few peculiar cases are considered. Considering A soil type, Z∗
LS,DS is not significantly 

conditioned by different fragility methods and investigated LS-DS conditions, and the values are overall approximately equal to about 
2. A different trend is found regarding C soil type, characterized by a more significant discrepancy among the different LS-DS con-
ditions, geometries, and fragility methods. In particular, Z∗

LS,DS associated with combination of SS geometry and NPP/LSF methods was 
significantly higher than the ones related to the other cases for some of LSLS-DS (LSLS-DSθu, LSLS-DSVbc,d) conditions and all NCLS 
(NCLS1-DSRDRu, NCLS2-DSRDRu, and NCLS3-DSRDRu) conditions. This discrepancy might reasonably be a symptom of the not highly 
consistent estimation of the fragility related to limited failure occurrences. For further comment, the reader is kindly referred to Section 
4.1. 

ZLS,DS/ Z∗
LS,DS is larger than the unity (about 1.5) considering DLS-DSIDR,NDS for A soil type, whereas this ratio is significantly lower 

than the unity (about 0.5) considering C soil type. Accordingly, the design requirements do not seem to have provided an adequate 
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Fig. 12. Failure probability (Pf ,LS,DS) as a function of the different limit state-damage state (LS-DS) case, considering L’Aquila (AQ) site and short-span (SS) and long-span (LS) geometries, for soil type (a) A and (b) C, according 
to maximum likelihood fit (MLF), normal probability paper (NPP), and least squares fit (LSF) methods. The grey dashed line depicts the target LS failure probability (P∗

LS). 
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Fig. 13. Reliability index (βLS,DS) as a function of the different limit state-damage states (LS-DS) case, considering L’Aquila (AQ) site and short-span (SS) and long-span (LS) geometries, for soil type (a) A and (b) C, according to 
maximum likelihood fit (MLF), normal probability paper (NPP), and least squares fit (LSF) methods. The grey dashed line depicts the target LS reliability index (β∗

LS). 
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building performance corresponding to DLS in the case of C soil type. Considering A soil type building as a reference, the design process 
did not determine an increment of buildings’ capacities that is consistently balanced with the higher seismic demand for C soil type. 
The codes should provide stricter requirements regarding this soil condition. Regarding LSLS-DSIDR,SD, the building performance is not 
adequate for both soil types, even though ZLS,DS/ Z∗

LS,DS is just lower than the unity (about 0.9) for A soil type. It should be noted that 
DSIDR,SD is related to a relatively reduced level of damage (i.e., IDR equal to 2%) considering PLs associated with LSLS, 

Especially comparing this DS with other LSLS-DS conditions (please, also see Fig. 10). Therefore, code prescriptions seem to be too 
conservative, and it would be probably more appropriate considering DLS demand when DSIDR,SD is assessed or a more consistent IDR 
threshold (i.e., larger than 2%) should be associated with severe damage DSs for LSLS PLs. Furthermore, a more adequate performance, 
which in some cases is extremely high, is found regarding more severe LSLS and NCLS conditions, except for LSLS-DSVbc,b (Fig. 10). The 
extremely poor building performance regarding DSVbc,b (ZLS,DS/ Z∗

LS,DS equal to about 0.3–0.4 and 0.2 considering A and C soil type 
respectively) was expected since the associated building capacities were found to be very small and the seismic demand is related to 
LSLS. This enforces the need for preventing the conditions that favor the mechanism associated with this brittle connection failure 
(please, see Section 2). The building performance related to LSLS-DSIDR,4% is amply satisfactory for A soil type, whereas the perfor-
mance is just adequate or slightly inadequate considering C soil type. This stresses further the weakness already evidenced regarding 
DLS-DSIDR,NDS and LSLS-DSIDR,SD. Considering LSLS-DSVbc,d and all NCLS cases, the building overall showed an adequate performance. 
In particular, the performance related to LSLS-DSVbc,d is found to be considerably higher than the one associated with NCLS cases. This 
evidence seems to be consistent with the fact the former and the latter DSs are associated with local (at the beam-to-column connection 
level) and global mechanisms, respectively. In fact, the connection is typically designed considering the capacity design approach. 
Furthermore, collapse failure should be associated with higher performance, also meant as failure probability. Nevertheless, the case 
study consists in code-conforming regular single-story buildings, and it is not expectable a major difference in terms of consequences 
between local and global failure mechanisms. 

The different geometry of the buildings affects the capacity margin ratios in some cases, depending on both DS and fragility 
method. Overall, the most significant influence of the geometry is associated with NPP method. There is only one case in which the 
different geometry determines different outcomes in terms of performance adequacy. This case is related to LSLS-DSIDR,4% and C soil 
type, where NPP method-SS geometry and NPP method-LS geometry present ZLS,DS/ Z∗

LS,DS just higher and lower than the unity, 
respectively. In the other cases, even though the difference between the SS to LS geometry ratios was relatively significant, both es-
timations were associated with adequate or inadequate performances. 

Pf ,LS,DS (βLS,DS) and related target value P∗
LS (β

∗
LS) are depicted in Fig. 12 (Fig. 13), considering (a) A and (b) C soil type. As P∗

LS (β
∗
LS) is 

correlated to Z∗
LS,DS, the conditions related to Pf ,LS,DS > P∗

LS (βLS,DS < β∗
LS) are equivalent to the condition ZLS,DS/ Z∗

LS,DS < 1, and associated 
comments related to Fig. 12 (Fig. 13) are referred to Fig. 11 for the sake of brevity. Neglecting the peculiar case of LSLS-DSVbc,b, the 
design process determined critically unsafe performances regarding LSLS-DSIDR,SD for A soil type and both DLS-DSIDR,NSD and LSLS- 
DSIDR,SD for C soil type; for C soil type, MLF and NPP estimations associated with LS geometry produce a slightly unsafe performance 
for LSLS-DSIDR,4%. Moreover, extremely uneconomic performances are observed for some LSLS-DS and NCLS-DS conditions, especially 
for A soil type. This is evident by observing Pf ,LS,DS values and comparing them with P∗

LS. As a matter of fact, the concept of exceedance 
probability (Pf ,LS,DS) has a stronger physical meaning if compared with both capacity margin (ZLS,DS) and reliability index (βLS,DS); this is 
even more intuitive considering the corresponding target values: conceptually, P∗

LS has been defined, and Z∗
LS,DS and β∗

LS have been 
assessed accordingly. Further comments on Figs. 12 and 13 are omitted as these depict the results shown in Fig. 11 through a different 
metrology approach. Therefore, Figs. 12 and 13 are significant in terms of quantitative results and correlations with Fig. 11 and extend 
the field knowledge, providing reference data. 

5. Concluding remarks 

The study reported the assessment of seismic capacity and the evaluation of seismic performance of code-conforming single-story 
RC precast buildings, considering low to high seismicity sites in Italy. The response of the case study buildings was assessed through 
nonlinear multiple-stripe analyses (MSAs), according to consolidated approaches and robust models. Fragility curves were meant to 
express building capacities, whereas the seismic performance was assessed considering capacity margin ratios, failure probabilities, 
and reliability indexes. Three performance levels (PLs) were considered in the study, i.e., damage control/limitation, life safety 
prevention, and near collapse prevention. In particular, multiple damage criteria and damage states (DSs) were associated with each 
PL, considering interstory drift ratio (IDR), roof drift ratio (RDR), member end chord rotation (θ), and beam-to-column connection 
force (Vbc) as engineering demand parameters (EDPs); both ductile and brittle failure of beam-to-column connection were accounted 
for. The methodology was defined considering the latest code and literature advances, accounting for both European and US ap-
proaches. Fragility curves were assessed considering multiple methods, and capacity and performance parameters were defined and 
assessed through a general comprehensive approach, also providing guidance for implementation by researchers and practitioners. 

The study produced a significant contribution into the field regarding both methodology and quantitative findings. The key results 
of the study are described in the following.  

- The study provides guidance for performing a robust and consistent assessment of both seismic capacity and performance of RC 
precast buildings. Multiple methods were used for assessing the building fragility, as well as reasonable assumptions were provided 
to define the key criteria and target parameters (i.e., target reliability index).  

- NPP and LSF fragility methods are confirmed to be not necessarily reliable when a reduced number of failure occurrences are 
observed, especially if these failures are associated with a single analysis stripe. Conversely, MLF method typically produces 
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relatively reliable and conservative results in the abovementioned peculiar cases. Overall, when failure is observed over multiple 
stripes (e.g., three or more stripes), with relatively large probabilities, the different methods tend to produce similar fragilities. 
Conversely, when failure only occurs for a single stripe (and the probability of failure is larger than a minimum threshold, e.g., 
20%), MLF seems to supply more consistent fragilities, often being more conservative than other methods. In the case of very few 
failures, only over a single stripe, the definition of the best method still requires further comparison and considerations.  

- IDR-based criterion associated with significant damage (i.e., DSIDR,SD, IDR threshold equal to 2%) does not express the condition of 
significant structural damage and is more compatible with the yielding response of the building (i.e., DSθy). A larger IDR threshold 
is suggested to be associated with significant structural damage, i.e., equal to 4% (DSIDR,4%).  

- The brittle failure of the beam-to-column connection (i.e., DSVbc,b) is confirmed to be extremely critical since it is potentially 
associated with the elastic response of the building. Therefore, it should be robustly prevented by improving code and practice 
requirements in terms of structural details of the connection elements and devices. Conversely, the ductile failure of the connection 
(i.e., DSVbc,d) is compatible with the response associated with other severe to collapse DSs, which are consistent with the related DS 
severity.  

- The building performance associated with damage to nonstructural elements (i.e., DSIDR,NDS) might not be adequate for C soil type 
conditions, where the design prescriptions associated with relatively higher seismic demand (i.e., higher than A soil type condition) 
do not seem to produce a consistent and adequate increase in building capacity. A similar result is associated with significant 
structural damage condition, even though the authors believe that the seismic demand associated with IDR equal to 2% criterion 
should be revised by codes and literature, since this DS seems to be more associated with damage limitation PL.  

- The building performance associated with near collapse prevention PL is adequate in all cases, even though the relatively low 
number of failure occurrences does not allow considering these estimations as reliable as the ones associated with other PLs. 

Despite the effort of the authors in performing a robust and comprehensive assessment, the results of this study cannot be 
considered to be fully exhaustive and definitive, as discussed in the following. (1) The considered case studies are representative of a 
single structural layout, even if different geometries are investigated. Further efforts are needed to extent the validity of the work to 
other structural configurations. (2) The seismic assessment of RC precast buildings is performed through nonlinear dynamic analyses, 
following a multi-stripe approach, considering the horizontal components of the earthquake only. This choice, aiming at reducing the 
computational effort required for the analysis, could lead to unconservative results. Thus, a future investigation on this topic could 
include the effect of the vertical component of the seismic action, even though significant variations are not expected. (3) Severe to 
collapse DSs should be assessed further since the numerical analyses implemented in this study did not always produce an adequate 
number of failures. 
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Appendix A 

The column geometry and the reinforcement details resulting from the design are reported in Table A1, where Bcol is the dimension 
of the column (square) cross-section, ρ is the longitudinal reinforcement geometric ratio, nl is the number of shear legs, φ is the shear 
bar diameter, and s is the shear bar spacing. 
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Table A.1 
Column geometry and the reinforcement details resulting from the design.  

site soil type Bcol [mm] ρ [%] nl-φ-s [-]-[mm]-[mm] 

SS LS SS LS SS LS 

MI A 750 850 1.00 1.00 5-10-110 3-10-55 
C 750 850 1.00 1.00 5-10-110 3-10-55 

NA A 750 850 1.29 1.25 3-10-65 4-10-75 
C 750 900 1.29 1.09 3-10-65 5-10-90 

AQ A 750 850 1.29 1.25 3-10-65 4-10-75 
C 900 900 1.34 1.71 4-10-70 7-8-80  

A representative geometry of the beam-to-column connection is shown in Figure A1 (AQ site, soil type C, geometry SS), and the 
geometry of the dowels is reported in Table A2, where φD is the dowel nominal diameter. The beam-to-column joints consisted in dowel 
connection systems, as this is the most common fastening system used in Europe [33]. The connection is achieved by vertical steel 
dowels (i.e., threaded bars) embedded in the column and passing through or inserted in designated holes in the beam. High strength 
mortar is injected within the holes and in some cases nuts and washers fix the top end of the dowel to the beam surface. In order to 
spread the vertical loads from the beams to the column, a neoprene bearing system is placed between the column and the beam. 

The fundamental vibration periods (T1) of the analyzed buildings are reported in Table A3, where T1x (T1z) is the fundamental 
vibration period of the building along X (Z) direction. 

Fig. A.1. Beam-to-column connection details for SS building in AQ, soil C: (a) horizontal and (b) vertical section (measures in cm).   

Table A.2 
Beam-to-column connection dowels details resulting from the design.  

site soil type φD [mm] 

SS LS 

MI A 18 20 
C 18 22 

NA A 20 27 
C 22 27 

AQ A 22 27 
C 30 33   

TableA.3 
Fundamental vibration periods of the analyzed buildings (T1x and T1z) along X and Z directions.  

site soil type T1x [s] T1z [s] 

SS LS SS LS 

MI A 1.78 1.74 1.94 1.94 
C 1.78 1.74 1.94 1.94 

NA A 1.63 1.61 1.78 1.79 
C 1.63 1.52 1.78 1.70 

AQ A 1.63 1.61 1.78 1.79 
C 1.16 1.29 1.26 1.44  
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Appendix B 

Table B1 reports the failure occurrences related to all investigated cases, evaluated for all IMs. The cases associated with null 
occurrences are not reported.  

Table B.1 
Collapse occurrences associated with investigated case studies, computed for all IMs. NEDP defines the collapse occurrences due to the achievement of the capacity EDP 
thresholds, whereas Nins defines the occurrences due to instability.  

NEDP [− ](Nins [− ]) IM level 

IM level site geom. soil type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
DSIDR,NSD NA SS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 8 (0) 22 (0) 32 (0) 38 (0) 

NA SS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0(0) 7(0) 17(0) 31(0) 35(0) 38(0) 40(0) 
NA LS A 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 10(0) 21(0) 32(0) 38(0) 
NA LS C 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 5(0) 15(0) 27(2) 28(6) 29(8) 23(17) 
AQ SS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 27 (13) 
AQ SS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0) 6 (0) 14 (0) 27 (0) 27 (0) 39 (0) 40 (0) 34 (6) 
AQ LS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 26 (14) 
AQ LS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 8 (0) 20 (0) 28 (0) 38 (0) 40 (0) 40 (0) 27 (13) 

DSIDR,SD NA SS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0) 26 (0) 
NA SS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (0) 11 (0) 24 (0) 35 (0) 
NA LS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0) 25 (0) 
NA LS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (0) 12 (0) 18 (0) 23 (0) 
AQ SS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 14 (0) 30 (0) 38 (0) 24 (16) 
AQ SS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (0) 10 (0) 20 (0) 28 (0) 38 (0) 34 (6) 
AQ LS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 10 (0) 24 (0) 37 (0) 27 (13) 
AQ LS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0) 10 (0) 24 (0) 34 (0) 39 (0) 23 (17) 

DSIDR,4% AQ SS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 9 (0) 26 (8) 
AQ SS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0) 6 (0) 15 (0) 29 (6) 
AQ LS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 9 (0) 21 (13) 
AQ LS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (0) 6 (0) 23 (0) 23 (17) 

DSθu AQ SS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 14 (0) 
AQ SS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (0) 
AQ LS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 14 (0) 
AQ LS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 14 (0) 

DSVbc,b MI SS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 8 (0) 
MI SS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (0) 18 (0) 
MI LS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (0) 15 (0) 19 (0) 
MI LS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (0) 9 (0) 17 (0) 20 (0) 
NA SS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0) 6 (0) 17 (0) 20 (0) 19 (0) 35 (0) 39 (0) 
NA SS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 7 (0) 12 (0) 19 (0) 28 (0) 36 (0) 35 (0) 38 (6) 
NA LS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (0) 13 (0) 25 (0) 33 (0) 39 (0) 
NA LS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (0) 7 (0) 24 (0) 33 (0) 37 (0) 36 (0) 40 (0) 
AQ SS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (0) 14 (0) 20 (0) 34 (0) 40 (0) 40 (0) 26 (14) 
AQ SS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (0) 10 (0) 23 (0) 29 (0) 40 (0) 39 (0) 40 (0) 34 (6) 
AQ LS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (0) 6 (0) 23 (0) 36 (0) 40 (0) 40 (0) 26 (14) 
AQ LS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (0) 13 (0) 24 (0) 37 (0) 40 (0) 40 (0) 40 (0) 22 (18) 

DSVbc,d NA SS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 26 (0) 
NA LS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (0) 15 (0) 27 (2) 28 (6) 29 (8) 23 (17) 
AQ SS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (14) 
AQ SS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (6) 
AQ LS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (14) 
AQ LS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (18) 

DSRDRu AQ SS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (14) 
AQ SS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (6) 
AQ LS A 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (13) 
AQ LS C 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (6)  
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